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June News Letter 
 

Dear Friends of the African Infrastructure Sector; 

We find ourselves nearly in the middle of the year, and where has the time gone.  I trust you have 
all been busy progressing your deals and projects.  I am always keen to receive feedback, and 
any ideas you have for expanding our work to support yours.  Please do get in touch. 

This News Letter includes; 

w The Great Green Transition in Africa: Should Africa grow without fossil fuels? 

w AfIDA Leadership Podcasts 

w The Catapult 

w Upcoming AfIDA Events 

w Conferences & Publications: Sponsorship and Delegate deals! 

 

1. The Great Green Transition in 
Africa:  

Should Africa pursue economic 
growth without fossil fuels? 
This question is my main takeaway from 
discussion and debate with people (business 
and public sector leaders) on both sides of 
this question, at a series of conferences I 
have attended over the last two months – 
including Future of Energies (Amsterdam), 
Mining Indaba (Cape Town), AIX, Africa 
Energies Forum, Bloomberg Africa, Moody’s 
Emerging Markets (London). 

Certainly gauging from international 
business press there is push back on ESG, oil 
& gas stocks have bounced back like no-
one could have expected barely six months 
back, the EU taxonomy is likely to include 
nuclear and gas as transition fuels, and 
people in-charge are really questioning the 
merits of ESG.  On the last, I urge you to look 
up an article title ‘HSBC suspends banker 
over climate change comments’ – and see 

the presentation by their former Global 
Head of Sustainable Investing – Stuart Kirk.  
So if this is the state of affairs in the 
developed world, why should Africa hold 
back on using fossil fuels to power its growth 
– after all Africa accounts for no more than 
2% of overall Global emissions for its industrial 
activity?   

There are plenty of arguments on either side, 
and another recent FT article by David Pilling 
sets out the case for both sides – ‘Can Africa 
grow without fossil fuels?’  
https://www.ft.com/content/1e8c12fe-
4823-41a1-8069-b6150876427d. 

I got an earful of the pros and cons on the 
issue, in a debate between one African 
O&G exec and members of The Extinction 
Rebellion who sought to disrupt the Africa 
Energies Summit – variously gluing 
themselves to each other in the hotel lobby 
and disrupting the conference dinner.  One 
side views continued O&G exploration in 
Africa an exploitation of its people and 
pollution of the world, and the other side 
sees it as their right to use their endowments 
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of energy and minerals for their prosperity.  
My O&G friend put it very well – the issue is 
not so much about reducing emissions from 
Africa, as it is about decarbonising African 
development. The same sentiment was also 
hotly debated at the Mining Indaba.   

There is no talk of slowing down mining or 
O&G activity.  In fact I met executives of 
National Oil Companies (NOCs) and 
Governments of several countries – 
established producers such as Nigeria, 
Angola, Namibia, and new-comers such as 
Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia – who 
all have very well fleshed out seismic studies 
for reserves (they are not cheap to 
develop), and were armed with detailed tax 
and employment incentives, and good 
humour.  Consider this joke; 

‘Finding oil is like getting pregnant.  
Everyone congratulates you when 
you find oil, but no-one knows how 
many times you had to try.’ 

It has been a while since I have heard a 
good infrastructure joke.  But this got me 
wondering, why don’t we meet 
Government officials with fully mapped out 
grid development studies, or road and rail 
development plans? And why is that a $40m 
solar project can take as long as $1.0 billion 
O&G reserve to develop? 

It is of-course not plain sailing for the O&G 
sector.  O&G nations are seeing capital for 
new exploration withdraw or shrink.  Rating 
Agencies and the ESG police are ever 
vigilant.  A senior exec from a major rail and 
pipeline company explained that they are 
getting negative scores for their exposure to 
coal transportation.  The question 
everybody is asking, is whether continued 
mining and O&G extraction can be made 
sustainable, and can the capital generated 
from such activities be deployed in a 
sustainable way? 

To the point of Africa’s carbon footprint, I say 
this – by 2050-60 population growth and 
economic growth of Africa will mean that it 
will account for 15-20% of Global GDP, and 
left unchecked global carbon emissions.  
However, under the current wisdom of 
tackling Climate Change, majority of the 

industrialised world will have achieved, or be 
close to achieving, NetZero – and modern 
clean energy technologies will abound.  
Would it benefit Africa to start its Green 
transition to clean energy at that time?  I do 
feel that future generations of young 
Africans would like their leaders to say ‘No’.  
They would want their leaders to participate 
in the Green Transition now. 

My assessment is that in the immediate 
future, the extraction of African O&G and 
minerals has more to do with underpinning 
the prosperity of ex-African nations, than 
African nations.  Double it, and industrialised 
economies will have large economic gains 
than Africa will.  Switch it off, and the 
industrialised economies will suffer larger 
economic losses than Africa will, though the 
hardship in Africa will likely be significantly 
higher.  However, regardless of the 
approach to extractives in Africa, Climate 
Change will likely not spare Africa its worst 
effects in the coming decades.  It is this 
potential double whammy that African 
leaders are seeking to prevent. 

This points to a need for a debate on making 
sure that the wealth from this activity serves 
African citizens in a better way.  To repeat 
my O&G friend’s retort to Extinction 
Rebellion - the issue is not so much about 
reducing emissions from Africa, as it is about 
decarbonising African development.  That 
we use this to invest in the prosperity, 
resilience and inclusion of all African citizens 
in a better way. Easier said than done for 
sure, but this is where the innovative work 
being done in Infrastructure can find 
common cause with the forward thinkers of 
the Mining and Oil & Gas sectors in Africa.   

This is an open debate, and please weigh in 
with your views, and more importantly how 
we may go about this mission, what are the 
ways in which the three sectors O&G, mining 
and infrastructure could engage in a better 
way.   

Write to me at: vivek.mittal@afida-africa.org 
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2. AfIDA Leadership Podcasts 
Did you pick-up the bit about innovators and 
forward thinkers in the previous section?  I 
am delighted to present interviews I 
conducted with four such people.  As part of 
the launch of the AfIDA leadership 
podcasts, see here links to three interviews I 
have conducted over the last three weeks.  
These include; 

Ana Hajduka, CEO of Africa GreenCo.  She 
started with an idea six years back, that 
Africa should have credit-worthy off-takers, 
and through sheer force of will, and 
generous support from several development 
institutions, as moved regulation and 
thinking on how to do this.  She talks about 
her journey and the forthcoming close of 
their pilot project. 

Cany Jobe, Head of Exploration and 
Production at the Gambia National 
Petroleum Company, has a very articulate 
pitch for why African National Oil 
Companies should become and think like 
National Energy Companies.  She also has 
advise for young energy executives. 

Faisal Khan and Hussein Sefian, co-founders 
of Acre Impact Capital, talk about their 
journey to scale export credit (ECA) 
financing.  Their fund – which is in its maiden 
raise – is focused on financing the 15% un-
covered portion of sustainable ECA 
financings Africa. 

All four of these leaders are pushing the boat 
out to create speed and scale of sustainable 
capital.  Find these three talks at our website. 

 

3. The Catapult 
The Catapult idea is gathering support.  The 
proposition is to create an eco-system for 
peer-peer learning, for more transparency in 
the development process of infra projects, 

and for providing start-ups with the tools and 
advocacy support they need, such that 
projects come to life in a shorter time frame 
than is currently the case.  If all goes to plan, 
we will host the first Catapult pitch sessions 
focused on clean energy, at the Green 
Energy Africa Summit to be held in Cape 
Town 03-05 October.  I am keen to hear from 
you if you think you know a developer or two 
who would like to participate in this. 

 

4. Conferences & Publications: 
Sponsorship and Delegate deals! 
Super Return Emerging Markets (Amsterdam 
20-22 June) 

I am pleased to share SuperReturn’s 10% 
discount for our members.  I will moderating 
a fireside chat with AFC and AfDB on ‘A 
Focus on African Infrastructure and 
Logistics’.  Please feel free to signup using 
the code: FKR2627EMSPK  

at: https://informaconnect.com/superretur
n-emerging-markets/ 

 
2022 AmCham Business Summit (Nairobi 28-
30 June) 
AfIDA has been invited to speak at 
the AmCham Business Summit, hosted by 
the American Chamber of Commerce 
(AmCham) Kenya, themed: Resilience and 
Reinvention.  The AmCham Business Summit 
brings together American and East African 
business executives, investors, senior 
government officials and multilateral 
stakeholders, to dialogue, showcase, and 
leverage opportunities for increased two-
way trade and investment between the 
U.S., Kenya and the East African region.  This 
is the go-to event for the region.  AfIDA 
members are invited to participate, and 
please Get more information and book 
your tickets at 
https://amchambizsummit.com  

 

Best Regards 
Vivek Mittal 

Chief Executive Officer 
vivek.mittal@afida-africa.org 

c: +44 7718 976 361 
afida-africa.org 


